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“ “The difference between a successful person 

and a failure is what they do with their time. 

Archie Marks speaking, CEO and founder of Project Noo You and the NITROvit formula.

When I originally set out to create NITROvit®, a big motivation for doing so was to be able to create a

supplement that I could use daily, to influence my productivity and motivation to work. This desire to

optimize every minute I am given on this planet and lead a productive life lead me to search out every

effective method for “getting things done” that I could possible find. It only made sense then to ask the

many clients who use NITROvit® to “optimize their own hours” - what they do to get productive.

In this eBook you will find many of the responses I received from those clients who wanted to help you,

me, and others like us learn what makes them jump out of bed in the morning and produce great work,

time after time. When choosing the responses to fill this short document, we chose a variety of tips and

hacks – some just a line or two – and some a couple of pages in length.

The following document makes for an interesting read with details of people’s routines, daily nutrition

and supplementation stacks, and mindset adjustments that may all lead to giving you more energy,

focus, and ultimately productivity.

I hope you enjoy reading, and I thank those that submitted their suggestions for taking the time and

effort to help others within the NITROvit® community. You are all superstars…

And please remember, nothing gets achieved until we make the decision to start taking action. I hope

you start by actioning at least a handful of the strategies laid out across the pages.

Here’s to you,

--

Archie Marks

Founder & CEO

Project Noo You®
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Copyright and Disclaimers

The contents of this eBook are the works and suggestions of our clients, and do not necessarily

represent the views, beliefs and opinions of Project Noo You®. as a company, nor its staff.

The contents of this eBook have been submitted by unqualified people for entertainment

purposes and the statements herein have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug

Administration and are not intended to cure, mitigate, treat, or diagnose any disease, illness, or

mental state. Please consult with a qualified physician before taking any supplements and/or

participating in any recommendation that may expose yourself to harm or stress.

The contents of this eBook are the intellectual property of Project Noo You® and is subject to

copyright under the substantive law of the United States of America.

You have permission to share this document with others, but may not edit it, or make changes of
any kind without consent from Project Noo You®.
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The following products and statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration and are not intended to cure, mitigate, treat, or diagnose any disease. The
information found herein is for information purposes only.

Project Noo You® makes no assurances as to the accuracy of details and information, and shall not
be liable for any incidental, direct, or indirect damages or injuries resulting from the use of
information found within this guide, or any web site linked to the information within this guide.

Enjoy a 15% Discount. Enter code at Checkout:  pro10

Shop Now
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Dear Archie,

Everyone desires a more productive lifestyle. Some people do not know where to start though. Being
productive has many definitions. Productivity, in my definition, is being able to get done what is
important in your life, according to your roles of your life (i.e. Father, Salesperson, Musician,
Housekeeper, Etc.) So getting one super list from one person may not benefit everyone to be productive.
Everyone carries different roles in life, and to be extraordinary at those roles in your life, you must first
define what being extraordinary means to a certain role. An example of this would be, Role: Father -
What does it mean to be extraordinary: Giving my kids a very livable environment, having food and meals
always available for them, teaching them right from wrong, etc..

So when you make your roles list, and what extraordinary means to you, then you will know what you are
truly trying to achieve from life. Everyone's brains are running a million miles an hour, always constantly
traveling from what to do next, to the next thing. It is under a constant attack from stuff that it thinks it
should be doing, and isn't doing. A way to cope with all of these "burdens" your mind believes it has is to
create a nice list of things that you would like to get done. I call this a "Master Clear Mind List" When I
make a list I will put; What it is I want to get done, what the desired outcome of getting that thing done
will be, and the next action step to get that project done. I would recommend that you clear 100% of your
mind of the things you would like to get done.

Make sure you put the collection of things you want to get done, in a very frequently looked at place. It
could be a "master clear mind list" created on Evernote, or if you're traditional, a notebook would work.
Just fill it with valuable want to's and your mind will know what to do with that, if you ever decide to act
on it. Your brain will function a lot more quietly and you will feel more in control of your life, knowing
exactly what it is you have to/want to get done.

Another great method of productivity is act on the important, don't react to the urgent. The more you act
on the important stuff in your life the less urgent things will arise in your life. Deadlines will be met and
with time to spare. It's always nice to take one day from a week and spend anywhere from 30 minutes to
2 hours writing down everything you would like to achieve during the week. It's also a good time to sort
through "your clear mind list" and write down the most important things and try to schedule them in a
calendar. Also spending 10 minutes a day and making a list of important things to do for the up coming
days is also a good thing to do. You can spend this time filling your master clear mind list. Rereading it and
evaluating what it is that may be interrupting your life. Also incorporating things from the list to fulfill the
next day.

Continued on the next page
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As you go through life, you must decide what things that may take more time (projects), and also the
things that won't take too much time. If you come across something that you can do under two minutes,
it should be done right away so it is done and over with. Basically your brain is more prone to doing
something when you write it down, and when you actually start the first step of doing a project. That is
the key to overcoming procrastination.

If you continually get into the swing of doing these things you will certainly get control of your whole life.
You will know what it is you want to, or need to get done and see them from an overview perspective.
That gives you the versatility to decide what is important and what isn't. If something isn't important try
to drop it off the list or give it to someone that could handle it for you. So an overall list form of what I
have typed up here is this (I have added some other things to this list just to give you a better
understanding of how to be more productive.)

The 8 steps to being a very productive person.

1. Determine what your roles are in life. This will help you decide what being productive means to YOU.
Set it up in a formula such as; Role: Father. What it means to be an extraordinary father: Have food
ready for my child, teach my child right from wrong, be present in my child's life. Etc.. Make sure you
check your roles either weekly or bi-weekly, since our roles change from time to time.

2. Clear your mind of all the want to's and must do's on a "master clear mind list“. Make sure the list is
in a place you will check a lot and always check and review the list weekly. Set the things up by:
Writing what you want to do, What the desired outcome will be, and the next action to start the task.

3. Schedule what you want to do from the list once a week. Remember to act on the important, do not
react on the urgent. There are a lot of apps on app stores and the internet to help you schedule your
must do's. I personally use Nozbe for making checklists, and Evernote to store my "Clear Mind List"
and other ideas I may come up with.

4. Take 10 minutes out of your day and clear your mind on the "Master clear mind list", and schedule
what you want to tackle tomorrow. You can even set up time frames of what time you want those
things done. Giving yourself a deadline gives you more of an incentive to get things done.

5. To stop procrastination, start a project as soon as you get it. Our brains are wired to finish what we
start, so starting something is vital to getting it done. Remember if it will take less than two minutes
to get done. Get it done!

Continued on the next page
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The 8 steps to being a very productive person. (Continued)

6. Keep your energy under control. Our bodies thrive off energy and having it is something most people
don't have. Taking Nitrovit has given me a ton of energy and has helped me make better decisions. I
truly love Nitrovit. More things to help maintain your energy is: Move, Eat, Sleep, Relax, Connect.
Your body will love you if you incorporate all of this in your days. Eat healthy food, I always drink a
smoothie and have a salad everyday. Your body was made to move, so move more each and
everyday. Connect with the ones you love. It gives you more satisfaction and makes you enjoy your
life a lot more. Make sure you are relaxing when you get an opportunity and get 7-9 hours of sleep a
night.

7. Rule your technology, do not let it rule you. In today's world technology is a productivity paradox. It
gives us the opportunity to be more successful than our ancestors, but it also carries the burden of
attacking our attentions. Companies pay a ton of money to capture people's attentions. The more
attention they capture, the more money they produce. So when you want to utilize your technology,
make sure you are doing it for the right things and not getting stuck on YouTube watching Grumpy
Cat videos!

8. Sharpen your tools. Make sure you utilize everything this list has to offer as frequently as possible.
Reading a lot of productivity material will totally help you in the long run. That is how I have acquired
a lot of this knowledge, so please if anything, read "Getting Things Done" by David Allen. This book
has all the key elements to being productive.

I hope you enjoyed the time and effort I put into my advice of being productive. I hope everyone there at
Nitrovit/Project Noo You has a very productive year! - Justin Miller
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Hit the floor running!

It's very easy for me to get caught in a slump, even I procrastinate or 'relax' for more than 20 minutes. So
I find a high protein breakfast combined with 1 or 2 Nitrovit capsules, 150mg L-Theanine and 200mg
caffeine pushes me over that morning hump and allows me to start tackling projects. Once I can
accomplish even a minor task, I can usually stay motivated and on track for the better part of the day.
I just keep prioritizing and moving!! - Kathy Walsh
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Dear Archie,

I can't speak for everyone and their respective life styles, but I can speak for people like me.
Young adults and teenagers, living on their own and trying to make the most out of life relying on minimal
food, low budget whilst still promoting good health.

I'm a guy who HATES waking up! So the following advise is very bias to my life style.
So in order to get productive;

You need to get the body started, just like a car! Even Jump-Starting it on days with 4hrs or LESS of Sleep!
1. Get Coffee/Tea/NitroVit into your body + extra water (10 minutes)
2. Cold Shower - and let the nutrition work its way in (10 minutes)
3. For those who walk - That's enough to get the body and mind going (10 minutes) For those who

drive/take the bus - They need to do some sort of exercise to get it started. I find myself that a few
push-ups + the coffee/tea in your system if perfect to get everything started up.

4. NitroVit / Coffee / Tea - Again in the afternoon (3-4pm) - Helps to put in the last few punches to finish
the day off right.

NOTE:
- This is on a standard 8am-4pm office work basis at Full Day Productivity
- I do not have breakfast because it slows me down rather than wake me up
- I find that because I use my brain to work rather then labor work, having breakfast doesn't add to

mental productivity
- A snack around 10am does the job of breakfast once you have already dived into your work.

- Dean Hissen Lee
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Productivity hacks:

I always do a to-do-list of every task I have to do in the day and I write the list in order of priority.
Sometimes, I write the list the night before and if I have a lot to do the next day, I try to wake up 30
minutes to 1 hour early that day. I turn off the cellphone when I need to be focused in a particular task
that requires concentration (like answering a letter or making decisions). - Michelle E. Perillo
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Here are some quality "hacks“

- Wake up early.
- Take a warm shower when you wake up, right before getting out- turn the temperature as cold as it can
get and stay in for 5-10 second. Literally beat your chest if it can pump you up enough to do it, or imagine
the pain some other people go through; you'll be surprised with how awake you'll feel.
- Constantly ask yourself if you actually deserve the things that you desire. (Have you put in the work?)
- Have tons of structure in your life - plan out your entire day in your head the night before. There is
something magical about "sleeping on it".
- You need to figure out if you're just being lazy. Ask yourself, "Is this going to help me be successful?"
during your activities throughout the day, and if not then really understand that you are wasting time that
you'll never get back – this can be a huge catalyst. - Steve Lubitz
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Hey Archie
Here's my findings
1. Binaural Beats
2. Ice cold shower every morning
3. Sun gazing AM and/or PM
4. Gratitude/intention session
5. Nutrition: nootropics, low carb, medium low protein - plenty of saturated fat
6. Weight lifting, find edge
7. Creativity outlet, drawing, music etc.
8. Altruistic outlet
9. Fear threshold exploration, often social in nature
Thank you, Nitrovit is awesome! - Farmer Dan Hayhurst

I have a Guarana and Ginseng tablet, I put music on which I am very familiar with so I have music but I'm
not focusing entirely on it. I chew gum which is scientifically proven to help you study and remember, and
the day before a test I will have a quick revision while chewing the very same gum. And obviously Red Bull
and snacks. Thank you. - Michael Appleby
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Hey Archie,

Here's some productivity hacks of mine. (This piece is directly from my personal training program at
www.YourHumanCompass.com)

Action gains momentum when you do a few key things, first is basic and it's to set Goals (or what I like to
rename as Progress-Points). First you must focus beyond the target you're shooting for. How do you
break a board? You focus "beyond the target". How do you accomplish a goal? You focus "beyond the
target". Even an arrow goes "through the target", because if it only had enough momentum to reach the
target, it would inevitably fall short. Never set a goal without considering the following goal in which you
would position after (beyond) it. Always know what your "next" goal will be after this one, look beyond
your targets, and build enough momentum (through your Ambition) to go "through" them, so you can
continue moving forward.

Never view a goal as an end point. Never think that once you reach (this or that) you have "arrived". This
"means to an end" mentality will also interrupt your ability to enjoy the process. In fact, you should
eliminate the term goal altogether and replace it with the term Progress-Point. Progress-Points keep you
moving. This is why experts say to always set a 30, 60, and 90 day goal. The problem is, many people
forget to keep that process going. As soon as you accomplish your first goal (Progress-Point), your 90 day
goal just moved down to your 60 day goal, so you must create another 90 day Progress-Point in its place.
You don't always have to use the 30-60-90 day example, your situation might call for a 1 week goal,
followed by a 3 month goal, and then a 6 month goal. The point is to keep them moving, and continuously
scheduled out.

Once you consider your passions and purpose, and create your large Progress-Points, you can deconstruct
your weeks and days to make smaller (mini) Progress-Points along the way. This puts you in the habit of
succeeding. To accomplish any goal you must first have a clear definition as to what it is and/or what it
means to you. WHAT IS YOUR DEFINITION? [think of this now].

NEXT: Today, write your lists out: Whether it’s your daily tasks/to-do's, or ideas for your future; make a
list. What are your passions and interests in life? What is your definition of fulfillment in the end? Now
work backwards from here. Once you get everything out of your mind, you can organize it much more
efficiently (and your mind becomes clearer and at-ease).Separate these things into two simple categories,
Personal & Professional. Then Prioritize your list. Give each item on your list an A, B, or C rating (A is the
Highest Priority). Determine this rating by desire, importance, and/or the consequences of not completing
the task. What's the most important subject that will help you (at this time)? Where should you be
starting first...and so on?

Continued on the next page
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Once you have your Prioritized A,B,C, List, this is where you assign your 1,2,3's (meaning what will you do
1st, 2nd, etc.) Input that information into a Daily Schedule (with exact time tables). EXAMPLE: You are
doing A-priority #1 at 7am, A-#2 at 8am, until you eventually get to B-priorities, and then C-priorities.
Focus on your top priority "first thing" in your day, then move forward from there. Getting your toughest
things done first will lift the heaviest tasks off your shoulders right away, and the rest of your day will be
easy. And multitasking is NOT always the answer. Deliberate attention (on one subject at a time) yields
the best results more often than not.

Depending on long term goals and/or time frames, a weekly/monthly calendar will keep you focused over
longer periods of time. You can use free online and mobile calendars provided by Google, Apple, or
Microsoft calendars to keep you focused. You can also make a hard copy daily/weekly productivity
document to keep on your desk. From there, just stir in a little discipline (or a phone/alarm reminder) to
follow your list & make appointments (with others and/or yourself), and you'll have a productivity recipe
for absolute greatness.

And remember, discipline is easy if you keep in mind the reward(s). NEXT, list these rewards out. Once
you have your ideas and tasks on paper, organized, prioritized, and scheduled into your day, you can
determine what rewards are in your future (for accomplishing those tasks and ideas). WRITE THEM OUT.
Reviewing these rewards daily will keep you moving! - Ryan Deegan
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Hi Archie, it is good to hear from you. Here's a "hack for productivity“…

If you have a cork board or a dry erase board, you can mark down the days of the week Monday-Sunday.
The first day make it a "honey do" list. Do whatever your honey needs you to do. The second day, do it as
a "fun day" to everything that you want to do and like. Do the next day, something you have to do. Every
other day rewarding yourself for what you did today previous. you can adjust it as you need to. I hope this
helps. – James Foster
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Hey Archie,

Jon here, just wanted to reply to the email that you sent. I'm glad to share with you what I call my
"morning power up", this little recipe that I've put together usually gets my day started very well. I use a
magic bullet (basically a mini blender) to blend all these together to make this powerful drink.

12 oz. Almond milk
2 jumbo sized strawberries – or 1/4 cup of pineapple when I don't use strawberries!
1 jumbo sized kiwi peeled
1 banana
1 tbsp. of coconut oil melted
A dash of cinnamon
A hand full of kale
Half of an avocado

This, my Nitrovit and some krill oil do the trick for me every time, I've even stopped drinking coffee! Hope
it works for you! – Jon Ortega

Before going to sleep, I take a combination of another cognitive enhancer, fish oil, and multi minerals, this
helps me acquire actual rest instead of just sleep. Even with as little as 2-4 hours of rest, my morning is
never sluggish. I shower when I wake, and before leaving for work, I take Nitrovit, Nitroamp, and a
separate vitamin pack along with Ginseng, Royal Jelly, and B complex. This method helps me stay focused
on my tasks, and even if my work load increases, I am able to prioritize my situations and knock out what
must be done first and run down the list without losing concentration. Staying hydrated throughout the
day also helps tremendously. – Benito Diaz

When I need to get in the zone I visualize myself doing what I need to do and doing it perfectly. I do this
again and again, replaying in my mind which sharpens my mind and gets rid of any doubt. - Aaron James
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Hey Archie,

There are some key things that I do to have a productive day. I find the key is organization and 
preparation. You need to plan your day the night before and have it planned to the minute. The night 
before a big day I do the following.
• Lay out my clothes for the next day.
• Tidy my home and work area (I can’t be productive if everything around me is not organized).
• Know exactly what meals you will have throughout the day and get them prepared beforehand.
• Write a list of the things you want to achieve and the time frame in which you can do them.
• Have an exact plan of what time you will start a job and also when you will complete it by. (This way 

you can see if you are ahead of schedule or if you’re behind).
• Get to bed early.

On the day I make sure I do the following.
• Wake up on time and do 30mins exercise straight away (This gets the blood pumping and is the best 

thing to wake you up in the morning.)
• Have a good size breakfast that includes only healthy food such as fruit, eggs and wholegrain toast.
• Have my Nitrovit and Nitroamp.
• Time everything you do so you can track your progress. (This helps as if you’re ahead of schedule it 

gives you a confidence boost. If your behind it kicks your ass into gear.)
• No distractions – No TV, No playing around on your phone, No social media. I find background music 

helps but up tempo music only.
• Remember the motto – You need to want succeed as much as you need to breathe. Only then will 

you be successful.

I hope this helps inspire. - Tom Leggatt

Negativity is the enemy of productivity. Therefore, I no longer watch or read the news. It is poison to a
success driven mind. In fact, I would even go as far as to recommend throwing the TV out the window. I
haven’t had one for nearly three years and life has become magical! I get my work done, I feel upbeat and
positive, and time off is spent doing quality things with the family. Essentials such as financial reports can
all be found on the internet without exposing yourself to all that is wrong in the world. - Gemma Feeney
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Best thing I have been doing lately. Every morning before I get settled in to check email, return calls, etc.

I do a small task that I can complete. Everything I have read is right. When you complete a small task in

the morning you start off being productive and it sets the tone for me to conquer my “list” of things to do

that day for the company I run. - Nathan Dockery
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Hi Archie,

I’m not sure if this qualifies for a productivity “hack” or not, but the single most important tool in my
productivity toolbox is the system I use for keeping my personal and business life organized. The first
step is to read the book “Getting Things Done” by management and productivity consultant David
Allen. Then in order to implement his system I use an application called Evernote. There are various
methodologies of incorporating GTD + EN, including “The Secret Weapon” by Braintoniq and one by David
Allen himself, which can be found on his website.

After doing several weeks of research I found the methodology that worked best for me is outlined by
Malcolm Simmonds, an internet marketer and blogger, on his website here. In my opinion, the most
productive “productivity hack” is to know the who, what, where, when, why and how of what you need
to get done. All the brain and body optimization in the world is for naught if you’re running around in
circles or spinning your wheels because you didn’t take the time to lay the foundation that gives direction
to focus your energy towards your goals. - Adam J Zivich

See what I actually do is try to clear my day and assess everyday before I go to sleep. I have learned to
remove all negativity carried out through that day before going to bed, this way psychologically I’ll wake
up in the morning as if it’s a new beginning. I try to meditate whenever possible upon waking for 15 mins,
focus on my day and put out a plan - by the end of the day this plan has to be accomplished.

I do not care about time and try to engage in work I'm passionate about so that time is of no essence. I
also split my life into weeks and not years so I look at what I have accomplished this week and not this
year. I tend to spend my free time researching stuff that interests me rather than watching TV. Dream big
and stay positive - that fuels my motivation. Be grateful for all you have and give back to society in need.
- Ramy El Khazen
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Hi Archie,

Personally, I have routine of cleaning my desk the day before so in the morning I come to a clean desk
setup and I’m ready to get going. I also prepare a list of things, sometimes written and sometimes typed
and printed out, so I know exactly what I need to do. This has mainly become my best way to get things
done. I cross them out and at the end of the day re-write it so it's up-to-date and ready for the next day.

As far as tasks, I generally spend an hour or so in the morning strictly looking at emails and responding to
the urgent ones and working my way down to less urgent ones. After that I can relax a bit knowing I've
tackled the important emails right away. I then proceed with my list.

In the morning in order to keep my brain going, I take 2 Nitrovit capsules with a glass of water and always
eat blueberries with oats and yogurt. I pack healthy snacks for the day like dark skinned fruit and always
stay hydrated with water.

I also get up at least every hour to do a light stretch so my lower back isn't stove up. However, every
morning I stretch and that's helped me sit for long periods of time without the back pain I was feeling
prior. Working out is also part of my routine after hours.

All in all I stay in the zone with Nitrovit, exercise, diet, 7hours sleep, and staying organized. Once you get
in the habit of doing these things I'm sure anyone will start to feel and produce better.

Thanks again, I have found Nitrovit to be useful–more than useful! I've experienced noticeable increase in
focus and ability to communicate my thoughts much faster. - Tom Condit

Coffee and anything that contains caffeine is certainly the first thing on my list. Guarana, ginkgo Biloba -
stuff like that. After that I think nothing even compares. I was also thinking that the feeling you get when
you finish a good workout in the gym has to do something with raising some levels in our brain. This
feeling makes me very productive as well. If you knew what makes us feel good after workouts then that's
it. Hey That's all I hope I’ve been of help to you to make another super product! - Christos T
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Here's my short list:

• Since waking up is half the battle, I leave my phone in the bathroom so I can't snooze without getting
up.

• On my phone I have my alarm remind me "wash my face" which wakes you up and gets the sleep out
of my eyes.

• Since I don't like to take Nitrovit on an empty or a full stomach something light like hash browns and
bacon and some OJ or cereal work. Protein shakes are great to start the morning but if you have a
partner sleeping early in the am be forewarned a blender can upset sleepy people!

• Take Nitrovit/Nitroamp stack (OJ helps it go down better than water for me as I struggle with pills)
• Write down ideas and goals for day on paper- I tried on phone and tablets but they also provide more

distractions and screens with notifications which are counter-productive. The paper is pretty visceral
and is a good way to lock it in your head. (seeing your handwriting is better than seeing type)

• During work I know that people say open as few a windows/browser tabs as possible but I personally
like to have open 6 max - but I do like having some variety.

• Working out in the morning or early afternoon is great for my energy, plus it makes me feel more
accomplished where if you wait till the evening a great dinner and a few glasses of wine can derail
your ambition.

• Taking periodic mini-walks or fresh air refills every 2-3 hours.
• Standing while working, sometimes I put my foot on the chair but I find standing makes me more alert

and gives me better posture I feel.

So that's it, hope this wins me some more supplements, Lord knows I need more LOL.
I'm glad I wrote this out too as I now have it to reference to hold myself accountable :) - Ryan Terrell

Hi Archie,

Best things I have found are meditation (10-20 minutes in the morning), exercise in the morning and 
eating low carb in the morning/afternoon to avoid going into a food coma. I eat carbs in the evening no 
problem, you can use the energy the next day.

An afternoon yoga session is great too if possible! Hope this helps. - Alex Crocker
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I'm finding my best productivity when I take a NitroAmp 15 minutes before working out and then taking a
nitrovit right after. I always have a great workout and then get right in the zone for my studies or work
after. I also try to make sure I take little 15 minute breaks after working for about 45 min to an hour to
give myself a break and not get frustrated by taking work/studies too seriously. It keeps me in the zone
for the long haul and not get stressed out in a matter of 2 hours. Hope that helps. - Samuel De Leon

Hello, here are my tricks to survive the day. The normal day when I need energy, I begin with an
energetic drink (Monster or NOS) and a chocolate bar. But when I work 16 hours a day I need something
more solid. I then take 150 mg of Modafinil early in the day and 100 mg over 4 hours later and it
eliminates the feeling of fatigue. Sometimes I add an energy drink with it. But the days that I'm not
working, I do not take anything to let my body cleanse.

I have already used nitrovit and nitroamp and it really was very effective and I hope soon to placing an
order. That is what helps me be in the area.

Have a nice day Archie. - Jedi Frank

Hi Archie,

Now's a perfect example as I'm getting ready to start a 10 page paper. I usually eat a light snack, in this
case a Quest bar. I'll drink a glass of water and make a cup of coffee to sip on while I write. Black Rifle
Coffee is my current favorite. I'll then take a Tramadol (increases serotonin) and an Ativan (keeps me
from getting anxious about creating something from thin air and for some reason seems to make me feel
more aware). I'll usually have some trail mix near by to snack on to keep my energy up. I then start my
Pandora on shuffle and I'm off.

Hope this helps. - Mike Sheets
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Hello Sir Marks. My (supplements for productivity) regimen is in two categories as follows:

Taken daily:
A high quality multivitamin,
Coq10 with d-limonene (better absorption) - 100mg.
Vitamin D - 2000iu.
Ashwaghanda (2.5% with Anolides)- 500mg.
A high quality Omega 3 with minimum 500mg DHA.
L-Theanine - 100mg (with decaf green tea - 250mg).
Mucuna pruriens (20% L-dopa = 140mg) 700mg.

Taken occasionally to avoid tolerance build up:
Caffeine anhydrous capsule - 210mg.
Oxiracetam - 7-800mg mixed with water in a bottle and sipped throughout the day.
Centrophenoxine (choline producer) - 250mg.
- O’Neal Lynch

Dear Mr. Marks,

What I do to get focused and productive is that I usually clean up my desk first and keep my phone away
from me to minimize distraction before starting to work. I'm a college student and I prefer to deal with
the work that I'm less interested in when I'm in the best state, and do the work that I'm interested when
I'm not in a perfect state, because my interest will still keep me motivated and fight against fatigue.

I hope that helps - Yuwei Wang

Well I work graveyard for Georgia Pacific and keep up with fast paced production all night, I soak in
Epsom salt and listen to classic Rock while drinking my huge cup of coffee. While I'm in the tub I take the
time to thank God for all he's given me and ask that he keep me cool, calm and collected throughout the
night and return to my family safely. After that I'm on my way! (By the way I love your product but could
only splurge that one time I bought it) - Jonathon Baker
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Hey Archie,

Tips for how I start a productive day doesn't start with my morning. In fact a vital source to a productive
day has to do with the sleep I have prior. A productive day requires a well rested brain along with my
morning intake of NITROamp. Motivation throughout my mornings are a good way to set the pace for
how my day’s spent, I like to reiterate to myself what I need to get done and how I'm going to get there,
this is never negative I apply optimism to the outcome of every task I imagine. Zig Ziglar said “People
often say that motivation doesn't last. Well, neither does bathing - that's why we recommend it daily."

While I'm thinking of this I'm also taking in energy through my quick but healthy breakfast - an apple and
toast. I have a positive process through all this regardless of my tongue spiting the taste of the fruit Ha-ha.
I head to work with my list of things to do today repeating in my head, nothing's every forgotten because
I often think of this list the day before as well. At work I'm usually one of the first there so take my
NITROvit, have a glass of water or hot chocolate, turn on the radio, and greet my fellow coworkers with a
smile and a positive attitude while I tackle some of my morning duties.

I hope you enjoyed this Archie and hope it brings light to future and present NITROvit users on how to
increase productivity as well, I guess I should get back to work as I wrote this over my lunch break while
eating some subway. - Warren Nekurak

1. Take nitrovit
2. Drink water
3. Crank some good tunes
4. Schedule! schedule!! schedule!!!
5. Set goals for yourself – Short and long term (one of most important)
6. Be organized
7. ......getting tired...? Take a break, but just a short one. - Taylor Herington

I get up earlier than I normally do, blasting some of my favorite songs on and doing a quick workout of sit
ups, press-ups and dumbbells. Then having a shower and singing along to the music, after having
breakfast, normally including bananas and porridge and at least 2 glasses of water. then taking 2 nitrovit
pills. Then my day normally goes fantastic and very efficient for my studies and lectures. -Jake Handling
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Hey Archie and fellow NitroViters! Being productive means you have to have energy. To have energy a
key component is good sleep amongst other things of course, but my tip is to go back to basics with
having an old school alarm\radio clock. Turn "OFF" the high electromagnetic energy waves emitting from
your "CELL PHONES, tablets, smart TV's, smart watches etc. Give your body a much needed break from all
that. When you’re in bed sleeping that is YOUR TIME to recharge your own "batteries"! So why not give
yourself that time with no interference. Sleep Well All! Thank you Archie and the Nitrovit team!

- Lance Davis via Facebook

Great idea asking for productivity tips. Please be sure to send me the compiled list when it is done. So for
productivity boosting – and creativity boosting, I change my workspace around, ensuring that my newly
cleaned desk is facing in a new direction to what it was before. I do this every few months just to change
things up. By far the best productivity hack I now is running multiple monitors. I now run three meaning I
save a lot of time flicking between tabs or documents. Even plugging your laptop into a monitor to give
you two screens does wonders for your productivity. For me this is essential as I work from home.

I sacked off Facebook, and Line, and only answer emails between the hours of 11:30 – 12:00, and 17:30 –
18:00. That may seem horrific to begin with but it does wonders for you, and your clients/associates soon
get used to it.

If someone wants a meeting (usually “let’s grab a coffee”) then I will always ask for an agenda up front –
this ensures they actually have one, and my time isn’t going to be wasted on small talk or chit-chat. That
can be done in my time, with whom I want, rather than during the day when I should be focused on
working on my business. Nitrovit has been a godsend, and I top that up with Guarana (I like stimulant
boosts) and I take 20 mg’s Noopept each day – cycling every 2 months. I try to meditate and can’t praise
Yoga enough. Yoga for me is like defragging the hard drive – albeit you are defragging the brain. I also like
to spend time looking at the things I want to own (I’m a materialistic girl!). Taking a stroll around the local
Porsche dealer in my down time reminds me why I get out of bed in the morning.

I also recommend spending time talking through your ideas and goals with your partner. He/she having
heard your plans and what you are working toward, really helps get them “onside”. There is nothing
worse than trying to make it as an entrepreneur, with a partner who just doesn’t get it telling you “you
spend too much time working”. Share your vision so they can support – not hinder you. Those are my
main tips for now. Thanks for an awesome supplement. I love Nitrovit and cool ideas like this document
you are putting together. - Sarah Tardier
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Hi Archie,

I wanted to take this opportunity to respond to your email. There are some wonderful productivity
resources that are worth taking a look at. I personally have used these programs and apps. There is a
computer software that is awesome called Achieve Planner by Effexis. I am using it right now and it is
wonderful. This program allows you to manage multiple projects and is very efficient. I would recommend
you go to their website and check it out. They have a 100% free trial for 30 days to determine if the
software is right for you.

Another really useful app that is free is called Wunderlist. This app allows you to make to do list by
categories and sync them between all your devices. There are a lot of neat features with this app.
Definitely recommend it. There is a program which though costly is superb and is the methodology which
I implement on a daily basis. It is Tony Robbins complete program called "The time of your life" This
program has revolutionized my life and I highly recommend it. Also, check out the Goal Enforcer software
which I also use and is really good.

All these programs/apps are really worth your time to take a look at and if used will increase your
productivity because they will really help you with focus and you will get stuff done. By the way, I'm on
my second bottle of Nitrovit, just arrived a few days ago and I am truly blessed to have found this
product. You guys are awesome. keep up the fantastic work. - Alex Rivera

Enjoy a 15% Discount. Enter code at Checkout:  pro10

Shop Now
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“Oh my gosh! I’ve been taking this for a total of 4 days I can honestly say it works. I have to 
memorize 200 drugs for my pharmacy tech exam. It used to take me at least an hour and a 
half to memorize 10 drugs/day – now it takes me like 30 mins.” – Amy Mpala

“I feel like my primary improvement is memory, most noticeably long-term recall. The 
combo of these ingredients does wonders not just for my memory, but also for my focus, 
concentration, alertness, anxiety, and general sense of well being.” – Issa Moe

“I’ve been using Nitrovit for a couple of months now and the results are simply amazing. 
This is the only supplement that works for my ADD. I take two to three capsules a day and 
BOOM I am now performing better than ever.” – Eduardo Marroquin

“I recently started using Nitrovit and I’m already seeing a vast improvement in my mental 
focus. In the past it was impossible for me to stay focused for more then 10 minutes. I have 
also seen an increase in retention and am learning way more.” – Spencer Gregg

“When I took Nitrovit for the first time, it was a matter of minutes when I started to notice 
a change… My vision was sharpened, my thoughts felt clear, and my focus spot on. With 
Nitrovit, it has helped my life in making better life choices.” – Ulysses Baltazar

“I am so relieved to find something to give me focus without the terrible side 
effects/addictive ingredients. So far I like the way I am focused without being jittery, 
irritable and manic like I used to be. This stuff is really incredible.” – Becca White

“I have chronic ADHD. When I started taking nitrovit I was sceptical, but after 12 weeks, it’s 
something I live by. I have never felt so focused, organised and motivated. I honestly wish I 
had nitrovit much earlier in my life.” – Danny Giles
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Your Possibilities Are Endless With The Right 

Supplement On Your Side. 
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